INTRODUCTION

Greek classical literature contains numerous references to plagues and pestilences. During the Trojan War, in the Achaeans camp, burst a deadly pestilence. Homer in his epic poem gave no symptoms at all. He had only stated that mules and dogs died and men followed.

The disease therefore could not have been malaria, bubonic plague or typhus, as man is susceptible to all three but equines and dogs are not equally susceptible. Various infectious diseases could cause an epidemic both in human and animal populations.

Our quest to determine the best candidate includes Hendra virus, Nipah virus, anthrax, Bornaviruses, brucellosis, West Nile virus, Burkholderia bacteria, Japanese encephalitis virus, leptospirosis, rabies, tetanus, salmonellosis, vesicular stomatitis, Influenza A virus strains, and Alphaviruses strains.

Transmission between species and individuals occurs mainly via mosquitoes, and sometimes from soil, air, plantation, rats, bats, dead animal’s excretions and fluids, due to broken skin barrier, poor hygiene, compromised immune system, contaminated water sources. However, in ancient world it was believed that gods’ wrath triggered infections.

SMINTHIAN APOLLO, THE GOD OF PESTILENCES

The Delphic Apollo sided with Lacedemonians (Spartans) during the Peloponnesian War [1]. During the siege of Troy Apollo was invoked as Smintheus by his priest, Chryses. Two times has been invoked and on both occasions a pestilence ensued [2].

Most plagues in the past had as entry gates the harbors and as vectors the rats. Ships carrying infected rodents disseminated the bubonic plague and other infectious diseases which usually originated in ports. All Sminthia (temples dedicated to the Mouse god Apollo) mentioned by Homer and Strabo were on the islands or coast [3]. Sminthia most probably were strategically placed at ports, so that the worshippers could plea the god for protection against the plagues brought to them by ships. The god who controls the rodents can inflict not only a pestilence, but starvation and defeat in battle as well.

There was a time when Aeolians and Trojans were threatened by starvation as mice were eating their crops. During that time a prophecy was asked by the temple at Delphi. The answer was a sacrifice to Apollo Smintheus, who thereupon reduced the mouse population [4]. There can be little doubt therefore that Apollo Smintheus was the god of all severe pestilences [2, 5].

THE TROJAN EPIDEMIC

In the epidemic during the siege of Troy rodents played no part at all. The arrows
launched by the hand of the god Apollo Smintheus were the direct transmitter of the infectious disease. Equines and dogs were the first victims, while humans died within a interval [6]. In modern medicine, mosquitoes are playing the most vital part during a virus epidemic, being the main vector and infecting the bitten organisms. The sound of the thrown arrows is rather similar to the terrifying sound made by thousands bloodthirsty mosquitoes attacking their victims to achieve their reproduction. Homer describes this sound as “twang” (Greek: κλαγγη’), produced by vibration. Could it be mosquitoes wings? It is certain that arrows sound not as vibrating objects, and Homer could have used here a metaphor to give emphasis to the power of the gods. The word “κλαγγη” for the arrows was used by Homer only before an outbreak of pestilence; on the contrary, when Apollo’s arrows were used for other lethal purposes no emphasis was placed on the sound. It is intriguing the fact that mosquitoes were only recognized as virus transmitters during the nineteenth century, thus Homer instead of writing of an unexplained mosquito attack, could have imagined and put to paper the divine intervention. The word “εχεπευκε’ς” used by Homer means “stinging”, a rather unusual quality for an arrow [2, 6].

The origin of the thousands of the mosquitoes could be explained firstly by the position where Greeks settled their camp, in the sores of the Scamander river [7]. Secondly, close to the camp, 700 meters from the conjunction between Scamander and Simois River, a plethora of swamps could be found, as shown in the map of the Heinrich Schliemann’s book, the archeologist who discovered Troy [8]. Thirdly, all camp’s and Troy’s waste and sewage system could be calculated as breeding places for any species of mosquitoes. All the ingredients, water, swamps, bad hygiene, mosquitoes, were present, capable to cause an epidemic. Since the simultaneous death of humans and animals could have given a more devastating impression, the interval must have had an impact. Homer included mules and dogs not just to emphasize the severity and terror of the epidemic, but also when noting the interval he accomplished to give a more detailed description. Questing the deadly virus responsible for the epidemic among the Achaeans, a thorough research among zoonotic diseases which can be transmitted to humans, equines and dogs, could probably reveal the mystery virus.

### THE QUEST FOR THE MATCHING VIRUS

Hendra virus has so far only been recognized in horses and humans. However, there is potential for other species to be infected [9]. Recently Hendra virus was identified in dogs [10]. Flying foxes and fruit bats develop a viraemia then excrete the virus in their urine, faeces and saliva for approximately one week. Hendra causes a severe respiratory illness in horses which is very frequently fatal. The human infections are caused due to direct exposure to tissues and secretions from infected horses. Symptoms of Hendra virus infection of humans may be respiratory, including haemorrhage and oedema of the lungs, or encephalitic, resulting in meningitis. In horses, infection usually causes pulmonary oedema, congestion and/or neurological signs [9]. The incubation period of 9-16 days makes the virus potential rather impossible for Hendra to have been the fatal infection among the Achaeans in Troy.

Nipah virus, also a member of the family Paramyxoviridae, is related but not identical to Hendra virus. The disease presented mainly as acute encephalitis with usually a short incubation period of some days to less than two weeks, with symptoms of fever, headache, and giddiness followed by seizures, and inability to maintain breathing, coma and eventually death. Distinctive clinical signs include areflexia, hypotonia, hypertension, tachycardia and segmental myoclonus. These signs and symptoms can progress to coma within 24 to 48 hours. Nipah virus is being transmitted to humans, cats, and dogs through close contact with infected pigs and bats or by the consume of the contaminated fruits [11-12]. Nipah virus could kill equines, humans and dogs, and has a short incubation period. It represents a potentially deadly agent for the epidemic that killed the Greeks.

Anthrax is a zoonotic disease caused by *Bacillus anthracis*. It is an acute infectious disease that commonly occurs in wild and domestic lower vertebrates such as cattle, sheep, goats, horses, camels, antelopes, and other herbivores [13]. Dogs are generally at low risk of developing disease following exposure to anthrax. When disease does occur, it appears associated with oral exposure to the bacteria leading to massive swelling of the head, neck, and mediastinal regions. Death is due to toxemia and shock. Almost in the same way die the horses too [14]. It is potentially fatal and highly contagious dis-
ence. Herbivores are the natural host. Human acquire the disease incidentally by contact with infected animal or animal products. Respiratory infection in humans initially presents with cold or flu-like symptoms for several days, followed by severe and often fatal respiratory collapse. Gastrointestinal infection in humans is most often caused by consuming anthrax-infected meat and is characterized by serious gastrointestinal difficulty, vomiting of blood, severe diarrhoea, acute inflammation of the intestinal tract, and loss of appetite. Cutaneous anthrax infection in humans shows up as a boil-like skin lesion that eventually forms an ulcer with a black center [13]. With an incubation period of 2.5 to 10.3 days, anthrax is among the killer candidates of the epidemic in Troy [15]. Bornaviruses belong to the order of Mononegavirales and are characterized by highly neurotropic and noncytopathic infections combined with high mortality. Borna disease virus, the prototype of the Bornaviridae family, infects a wide variety of mammalian species and causes a meningoencephalitis in naturally infected horses and sheep [16]. According to current knowledge, Bornaviruses also infect several other species, including humans at least occasionally. The epidemiology of Bornaviruses is largely unknown, but accumulating evidence indicates vectors and reservoirs among small wild mammals [17]. Rarely dogs can be infected as well [18]. The incubation period, which lasts a few weeks to several months, as well as the rarity of dog’s infection, excludes Bornaviruses from our search for the fatal factor [19].

Brucellosis remains as a widespread zoonosis, with the potential to create disease in humans and animals. Domestic livestock goats, sheep, and cattle could be infected, as well as equine, dogs and humans. The symptoms are like those associated with many other febrile diseases, but with emphasis on muscular pain and sweating. The focalizations of brucellosis usually occur in bones and joints and spondylodiscitis of lumber spine accompanied by sacroiliitis is very characteristic of this disease.

Orchitis is also frequent in men [20]. Mortality rate due to brucellosis is low, mostly secondary to endocarditis and central nerve involvement of disease [21]. Low mortality and incubation period of 2 to 4 weeks, eliminate brucellosis as the main infection factor that killed Acheans [22].

West Nile fever is an important zoonotic infection caused by West Nile virus, a member of the Flaviviridae. Human and equine West Nile Virus infections, occurring concurrently, could be manifested as central nervous system infections. The specific neurological diseases which may occur are West Nile encephalitis, West Nile meningitis, and West Nile poliomyelitis which may cause acute flaccid paralysis [23]. The same infection occurs in horses and rarely in dogs [24, 25]. The incubation period is typically between 2 and 15 days and the significant mortality rate combined with the rarity of dogs infection (4,6%) make the West Nile virus an average candidate for the epidemic in Troy.

Members of the genus Burkholderia can form associations with plants and are also able to cause disease in animals and humans. Equines, dogs, goats, cats, mice and pigs could be affected as well as humans [26]. Although most of the species in the genus Burkholderia are not pathogenic for healthy individuals, a few that include B. pseudomallei, B. mallei, and B. cepacia, are capable of causing severe, life-threatening infections in both normal and immunocompromised individuals. The mortality rate is high up to 95%. Melioidosis, caused by these members, presents as a broad range of conditions from acute fulminant pneumonia and septicemia acquired by inhalation to wound infections acquired through inoculation of the bacteria from soil through skin abrasion. Regardless of therapy, rapid progress of acute melioidosis to sepsis, followed by death within 48 h of clinical onset has been reported. The disease is named “Glanders” and is one of the oldest known equine diseases of horses, mules and donkeys. It can be spread from horses to humans [27]. Mules are more sensitive to Glanders, with high rate of mortality, but usually the disease lasts up to years. Therefore, since the incubation period of the reactivation can vary from weeks to many years, these bacteria should be excluded as a possibility to cause the epidemic [26].

Japanese encephalitis virus, a mosquito-borne zoonotic pathogen, is capable of causing serious infection of the central nervous system of humans [28]. Swine are very susceptible to the infection and are also amplifiers of the virus. Less frequently, horses become infected with the disease, and rather rarely dogs [29]. Mortality rate is up to 20 to 30%, the incubation period is of 5 to 15 days [30] and virus’ potential to much our criteria is null.

Leptospirosis is a disease that affects humans and many animal species. Outbreaks usually result from exposure to water contaminated
with the urine of infected animals. Rats are the major reservoirs of leptospirosis. Organisms have been found in cattle, pigs, horses, dogs, rodents and wildlife. Animal’s mortality is around 5% [31]. Approximately 10% of patients with leptospirosis develop severe disease, the Weil’ syndrome, with ictericia, acute kidney injury and pulmonary hemorrhage, with high mortality. The duration of the incubation period is 5 to 10 days [32]. The low mortality rates in both human and animals along with the long incubation period exclude Leptospirosis too. Rabies is a viral disease that causes acute encephalitis in warm-blooded animals. The disease is zoonotic, meaning it can be transmitted from one species to another, such as from dogs to humans, or from dogs to rats or the opposite, commonly by a bite from an infected animal [33]. The incubation period among equines is 6 weeks, the exposure is only 5% among their populations and the symptoms usually progress quickly over five to seven days resulting fatal [34]. The incubation period among humans is up to a few months, with fatal results if no treatment is administered [33]. The extensive incubation period and the absence in Homer’s narration for animal bites, which could give a more epic conclusion, makes rabies a non-candidate for the epidemic. Tetanus, caused by the anaerobic bacterium Clostridium tetani, is an uncommon but often fatal disease that affects the central nervous system. The bacteria gain entry to the body through a wound or cut exposed to contaminated soil, dust, or manure. The spores are widely distributed in the intestines and feces of many non-human animals such as horses, sheep, cattle, dogs, cats, rats, guinea pigs, and chickens. Horses and humans are the most susceptible of all the animal species to tetanus. The development of dyspnoea, recumbency, and their combination with dysphagia, could be observed significantly in horses and mules within 2 days [35]. Tetanus among human has an incubation period mainly from 8 hours to 8 minus/or plus 3 days [36]. These two periods combined could place tetanus as a weak candidate, as it is rather impossible that all mules, dogs and humans were wounded and contaminated at the same time. It is also a certainty that Homer knowing about the severe and characteristic symptomatology of the virus, should have written some details to emphasise the facts. On the other hand, the long time fighting, the daily battles and the pour hygiene after such days could inflict such an uncommon epidemic.
Salmonellosis disease is frequently associated with poultry. However, strains of salmonella can infect horses and they constitute a risk for humans [37]. Dogs could also be affected [38]. Most outbreaks are foodborne and among immunocompromised adults after the long siege of Troy the mortality could be high [39]. The incubation period among humans is 8 to 72 hours and among equines 2 to 5 days, a fact that eliminates salmonella as the epidemic factor. The mortality among animals is about 20%. In the case of an acute equine infection, the symptoms appear within 6 to 24 hours [40]. This form of the disease gives some potential to Salmonella, strengthened by the fact that salmonella could contaminate water resources [41]. In that case all humans, equines, dogs and domestic animals could be simultaneously infected after drinking from the same water source with extremely high viremia. If all species infected followed the same disease pattern, death could have been occurred due to high fever, diarrhea and dehydration. Vesicular stomatitis is another disease that is common to cattle, sheep, swine and horses as well as humans. Serological evidence of infection has been found in many other animals including deer, pronghorn antelope, bighorn sheep, bats, raccoons, opossums, lynx, bobcats, bears, coyotes, foxes, dogs, non-human primates, rabbits, rodents, turkeys and ducks. The clinical presentation of vesicular stomatitis resembles that of foot-and-mouth disease with vesicular lesions appearing on the mouth, tongue, teats and hooves [42]. Animals may show systemic signs such as anorexia, lethargy and pyrexia. Disease usually resolves within two weeks, and animals usually recover completely. Deaths from vesicular stomatitis are rare and usually due to secondary complications [43]. This infection is all bad fatal and so it should be excluded as well. Equine influenza is the disease caused by strains of influenza A that are enzootic in horse species. Equine influenza is characterized by a very high rate of transmission among horses, and has a relatively short incubation time of one to five days [44]. The mortality rate is low [45]. Canine influenza virus is also caused by strains of influenza A [46]. The viruses can possibly cross the species barrier to cause an epizootic disease in humans. Human flu symptoms usually include fever, cough, sore throat,
muscle aches, conjunctivitis and, in severe cases, severe breathing problems and pneumonia that may be fatal, about 11% [47]. The mortality rates don’t support Influenza Virus A strains to have been the main reason for the epidemic. An Alphavirus belongs to the family of Togaviridae viruses. Members of this family are the Eastern Equine Encephalitis Virus, the Western Equine Encephalitis Virus and the Venezuelan equine encephalitis [48]. Alphaviruses provoke an acute viral disease that causes acute illness in equines and humans, with symptoms ranging from a mild, flu-like syndrome, myalgia, fatigue, vomiting, nausea, diarrhoea, pharyngitis, intracranial hypertension, and fever to encephalitis, brain, lung and gastrointestinal bleeding and death. The mortality among humans is 38%, with an incubation period ranging from 27.5 hours to four days, equine mortality begins from 35% and can reach 83% [49-52]. Other animals, such as cattle, swine, and dogs, can become infected. Such a virus who causes equines and human epidemics, and could also infect dogs, being hypothetically transmitted form mules with high levels of viremia, to human via mosquitoes, plantation where it might harbor enzootic foci with an incubation period of almost two days could present a perfect candidate for the epidemic that killed Acheans in the siege of Troy [53, 54].

**CONCLUSION**

SINCE Homer did not describe symptoms, it is impossible to determine the responsible virus for the epidemic among the Achaean in Troy. Furthermore is rather difficult to confirm that present day viruses differ or not from the ancient ones. Mutations often occur in viruses changing their characteristics. Occasionally another insect vector can transmit them, adding species to a plethora of vectors. Some viruses present the potential to have been the cause for the epidemic; however the perfect candidate in our opinion should be the Alphaviruses family. The symptomatology, the mortality rates, the incubation period, plus the fact that is the only modern disease during which animals die first, give an ideal surrounding for Homer’s narration to be completed.

Although Alphaviruses at the present are confirmed to the Western hemisphere, strains have been isolated in China, Russia, and Czech Republic [55-57]. Equine encephalitis is a relatively new virus and the fact that a virus can jump from equines to humans is even newer knowledge. It may or may not have been a disease of the ancient world. It could have been a progenitor of the known virus, it could have been a completely different, or unknown, or an extincted one. The only thing that is certain is the environment and surroundings during the siege. River strains of Scamander and Simois rivers, swamps in the territory of Troy, contaminated water strains from the drainage system of Troy, mosquitoes, bats from the mountain Ida, rats from the besieged city and the Greek camp, domestic animals, equines, dogs, poor hygiene, continuous rough battle, wounded men, crowding, are all possible causes for an epidemic to be burst. At the end only two lines remained to describe a significant event: equines and dogs died, men followed some days later.
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**SUMMARY**

Although some modern scholars believe that Homer had at least a basic medical education, given that a plethora of medical terms may be found in his poems, in the case of the pestilence that killed the Achaean (one of the Hellenic peoples believed to have inhabited the Peloponnese) at Troy, his reference was simply informative. No symptoms were mentioned and the only thing known was that mules and dogs were the first to die. While Delphic Apollo was usually on the side of Peloponnesians, during the Trojan War Apollo Smintheus (the Mouse God) sided with the Trojans. Apollo was invoked as Smintheus by his priest Chryses two times and on both occasions a pestilence ensued.

In our paper we try to clarify whether this pestilence, as we believe, was caused by a member of the Alphavirus genus, which can inflict a serious epidemic both on human and animal species, especially in equines.
Nonostante alcune moderne scuole di pensiero ritengano che Omero possedesse conoscenze mediche quanto meno basilari, considerata la numerosità di termini medici che ricorrono nei suoi poemi, nel caso della pestilenza che colpì gli Achei (uno dei popoliellenici che si ritieno abitassero nel Peloponneso) a Troia, le sue fonti erano solo divulgative. Non viene citato nessun sintomo e l’unico elemento noto consiste nel fatto che primi a morire furono muli e cani. Generalmente, Apollo delfico era dalla parte dei lacedemoni ma, durante la guerra di Troia, Apollo Sinmteo (il dio topo) stava dalla parte dei Troiani. Apollo venne invocato come Sinmteo dal suo sacerdote Crise due volte e in entrambe le occasioni si verificò una pestilenza. Nel nostro articolo tenderemo di chiarire se a provocare quella pestilenza sia stato, come noi riteniamo, un membro del genere Alphavirus, in grado di infliggere una seria epidemia sia alla specie umana che a quella animale, e in particolare agli equini.
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